Directions to the University of Lincoln’s Training facility in Minster House

Minster House – first floor
University of Lincoln
Lincoln
LN6 7DL
P: 01522 835475
E: animalbehaviour@lincoln.ac.uk
The training area is situated within Minster House which is to the south west of the city centre and is
best accessed by coming into Lincoln from Carholme Road/A57. The directions below should help you
find your way to us once you are in Lincoln itself. For details on how to reach Lincoln from different
directions, please see below.
Directions:
To get to our buildings of ‘Joseph Banks Laboratories (JBL) or Minster House’ - turn off Tritton road
at the lights for Morrison’s/B&Q, take the second exit at the Morrison’s roundabout, then left at
the mini roundabout, heading for B&Q. Drive past the entrance for B&Q then take the first right
through the gates, drive straight ahead and left behind the big building below:
Please take care and drive very slowly in front of the JBL building shown below (particularly in front
of the reception area). This is due to the ground having sharp drainage dips at the bottom of the
slopes.

Joseph Banks Laboratories, please follow the car park behind this building

Park outside Minster House (below) as this is the closest parking to the location of puppy classes.
The main entrance to Joseph Banks can be seen across the car park. All dogs must be on lead at all
times

Minster House

Please take note of the following access/parking restrictions:
1. Access to the site is from Beevor Street (NOT Green Lane)
2. We are not responsible for any parking arrangements within the Green Lane area. University
visitors are not authorised to park within the Green Lane area and parking enforcement is in
operation in this area.
3. The Parking area adjacent to Minster House is to be utilised as visitor parking – Please park
here
4. All other parking areas at JBL are for University permit holders only

Lincoln from the North
If you are coming from the North into Lincoln from the A15 (heading towards Lincoln), when you reach
the roundabout with the A46, please take the third exit onto the A46 and head in the direction towards
Newark. At the next roundabout, you will need to take the first exit onto the A57/Carholme Road. At
the end of this road there is a traffic light controlled junction where you will need to turn right to go
over the fly over. At the next roundabout, take the second exit onto Tritton Road and follow the road
until you see the turning towards Morrison’s and B&Q which can be accessed by a filter lane to the
right hand side.
Lincoln from the South
If you are coming from the South and have joined the A46 from a motorway or the A1, please stay on
the A46 until you reach the roundabout with the A57. At this roundabout, take the third exit and
follow the A57/Carholme Road into Lincoln. At the end of this road there is a traffic light controlled
junction where you will need to turn right to go over the fly over. At the next roundabout, take the
second exit onto Tritton Road and follow the road until you see the turning towards Morrison’s and
B&Q which can be accessed by a filter lane to the right hand side.
Lincoln from the West
If you are coming to Lincoln from the West and are travelling along the A57, stay on this road until
you reach the roundabout with the A46. Then continue straight over the roundabout and continue
along the A57/Carholme Road. At the end of this road there is a traffic light controlled junction
where you will need to turn right to go over the fly over. At the next roundabout, take the second
exit onto Tritton Road and follow the road until you see the turning towards Morrison’s and B&Q
which can be accessed by a filter lane to the right hand side.

